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Abstract 
The fluidynamics presented in this paper for a fixed bed gasifier consists of estimating the volume fraction fields of 
gas and solid phases, as well as the velocity fields of gas and solid phases and the pressure inside the fixed bed. 
However, understanding of the flow characteristics has an important role in understanding of the operation of the 
gasifier. The analyzed system consists of the fundamental equations of mass balance for the gas and solid phases, as 
well as the equations of momentum balance for gas and solid phases and an equation for the pressure given by the 
sum of the momentum balance equations of the gas and solid phases. The sets of equations developed form a system 
of one-dimensional partial differential equations (PDEs). The PDEs system has been transformed in a coupled 
ordinary differential equation (ODEs) system using Laplace Transform. The ODEs system has been solved using an 
implementation of the finite difference method (FDM). The objective of this work is to obtain the profiles of state 
variables such as volume fraction of gas (İg) and solid phases (İs), the velocity profiles of gas (vg) and solid phase (vs) 
and pressure field (pf). 
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection under responsibility of the Congress Scientific Committee 
(Petr Kluson) 
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1. Introduction 
The mathematical models for the gasification systems are important means to project such systems 
starting from a laboratory scale to industrial scale as well as starting from an existing system extrapolating 
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them to condition one wants to use. A good model will help to identify the performance sensibility of a 
gasification device through variation of different operation conditions and project parameters [1, 2, 3, 4]. 
Gasification is a conversion of any solid or liquid fuel into an energetic gas through the process of 
partial oxidation due to elevated temperatures. The process of gasification occurs naturally in four distinct 
physical-chemical phases with temperatures of different reactions, such as the drying of biomass, 
devolatization or pyrolisis, reduction and burning. Each of these processes can be analyzed in different 
equipment, depending on the determined sequence by the characteristics of the project [5, 6, 7, 8]. 
The technique of gasification is at first, extremely versatile but there are lots of problems in 
transforming this theoretical potential into a commercially competitive technology, in spite of already 
being practical and viable. The difficulties lie not in the basic process of gasification but in the project of a 
device that transforms the solid fuel into a gas of quality with trusty and security adapted to the particular 
conditions of the fuel and of the operation. In the case of the gases produced being used for electric energy 
generation the requirements of cleanness of these gases become of extreme necessity due to the 
sensitiveness of the gas turbines [9, 10, 11]. 
The available gasifiers can be classified in two models such as countercurrent flux and cocurrent flux. 
The gasifier of countercurrent flux is a device in which the pyrolized biomass and the air enter into 
different directions, the gas coming out through the upper part. The tars produced during this phase are 
dragged by the gases that come out from the gasifier. The biomass is gasified in the reduction zone using 
the energy generated in the chemical reactions that occur in the burning zone [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. 
Two phases can be identified in the transversal section of the bed: (i) the emulsion; (ii) the bubbles. 
The emulsion contains the solid particles and the gas that move (process of the filtering of the gas) 
through them. The flux of gas in the emulsion is limited by the minimum velocity of fluidization. Any 
greater amount of gas passes through the bed as bubbles. The bubbles are practically free of solid particles 
but in its passage through the bed some particles are dragged by them. 
The objective of this paper is to obtain the profiles of the state variables such as the volumetric 
fractions of the gaseous (εg) and solid (εs) phases, velocity of the gaseous phase(Vg), velocity of the solid 
phase (Vs) and the field of pressure(Pf) of a fixed bed gasifier. 
Nomenclature 
dp Diameter of the particles, m 
Fs(z, t) Force of interaction between the gas and solid phases per volume unit, kg s-2 m-2
g Gravity acceleration, m s-2
Pf, 0 Initial pressure, Pa 
Pf Pressure field, Pa 
t time, seg 
Vg(z, t) Velocity of the gaseous phase, m s-1 
Vs(z, t) Velocity of the solid phase, m s-1 
Vg, 0 Initial velocity of the gaseous phase, m s-1 
Vs, 0 Initial velocity of the solid phase, m s-1
Vt Ending velocity, m s-1
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U Dimensionless Velocity 
z Axial coordinate, m 
Greek letters 
İg(z, t) Volumetric fraction of the gas phase 
İs(z, t) Volumetric fraction of the solid phase 
İg,0 Volumetric fraction of the initial gaseous phase 
İs,0 Volumetric fraction of the initial solid phase 
ȝg Coefficient of viscosity of the gas phase, Pa s 
ȡg Density in the gas phase, kg m-3
ȡs Density in the solid phase, kg m-3
Ĳ Factor of relaxation (0 Ĳ 1) for the gas phase, s 
ǻz Axial variation, m 
2. Mathematical Modelling 
The applicability of the moment’s balance’s equations, energy and mass focus the sizing of gasifiers. 
From these balance equations, it is possible to obtain parameters that serve to characterize the process that 
occurs in the gasifiers. The knowledge of these optimized parameters makes the project of the equipment 
technically viable for an industrial scale. In the development of the model some hypothesis were 
considered: (i) the fluxes are one-dimensional, (ii) the fluid phase is compressible, (iii) all the particles 
have the same dimension; (iv) the irregular movement and the colliding of the particles are ignored; (v) 
the friction on the wall is ignored. Having said that, based on these hypothesis it was developed the 
following fluid dynamic model for the balances of mass and moment. 
• Mass balance for the gas phase; 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )t,zV
g
t,z1
z
t,z
t,zV
t
t,z
g
s
g
g
g
ε
εε
−=
∂
∂
+
∂
∂
       (1) 
• To restrict the Eq. (1), we write the following initial and boundary conditions; 
for t ≤ 0, ( ) 0t,zg =ε  for all z         (2) 
for t > 0, ( ) 0,gg t,0 εε =           (3) 
as z → ∞, 
( )
0
z
t,zg
=
∂
∂ε
         (4) 
• Mass balance for the solid phase; 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )t,zV gt,z1z t,zt,zVt t,z sgsss ε
εε
−=
∂
∂
+
∂
∂
       (5) 
• To delimit the Eq. (5), we present the following initial and boundary conditions; 
for t ≤ 0, ( ) 0t,zs =ε  for all z         (6) 
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for t > 0, ( ) 0,ss t,0 εε =           (7) 
as z → ∞, 
( ) 0
z
t,zs
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∂
∂ε
         (8) 
• Moment balance for the gas phase; 
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• To limit the Eq. (9), we show the following initial and boundary conditions; 
for t ≤ 0, ( ) 0t,zVg =  for all z       (10) 
for t > 0, ( ) 0,gg Vt,0V =         (11) 
as z → ∞, 
( )
0
z
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=
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       (12) 
• Moment balance for the solid phase; 
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• To restrict the Eq. (13), we obtain the following initial and boundary conditions; 
for t ≤ 0, ( ) 0t,zVs =  for all z       (14) 
for t > 0, ( ) 0,ss Vt,0V =         (15) 
as z → ∞, 
( ) 0
z
t,zVs
=
∂
∂
       (16) 
• The adding of equations (9) with equation (13) results in an only equation for the pressure, being 
expressed as 
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• To delimit the Eq. (17), we write the following initial and boundary conditions; 
for t ≤ 0, ( ) 0t,zPf =  for all z       (18) 
for t > 0, ( ) 0,ff Pt,0P =         (19) 
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as z → ∞, 
( )
0
z
t,zPf
=
∂
∂
       (20) 
Where ( )t,zFs  is defined as of: 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]t,zVt,zVs,z1
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2.1. Application of the Laplace transform on the mathematical model 
Partial differential equations (1) to (21) and its restricted conditions can be transformed easily using 
the Laplace transformation according to the equation below. 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )s,zPands,zV,s,zV,s,z,s,zs,z;dtet,zs,z fsgsgi
0
ts
ii εεϑϑϑ == ³
∞
−
      (24) 
Their transformed equations are presented by means of the Laplace transformation using the Eq. (24). 
• Mass balance for the gas phase in the Laplace domain; 
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( )[ ]
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• The Eq.(25) is restricted the following initial and boundary conditions in the Laplace domain; 
for s ≤ 0, ( ) 0s,zg =ε  for all       (26) 
for s > 0, ( )
s
s,0 0,gg
ε
ε =        (27) 
as z →∞, 
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z
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• Mass balance for the solid phase in the Laplace domain; 
( ) ( )[ ]
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g
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−−=             (29) 
• The Eq.(29) is restricted the following initial and boundary conditions in the Laplace domain; 
for s ≤ 0, ( ) 0s,zs =ε  for all z       (30) 
for s > 0, ( )
s
s,0 0,ss
ε
ε =        (31) 
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as z →∞, 
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       (32) 
• Moment balance for the gas phase in the Laplace domain; 
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• The Eq.(33) is restricted the following initial and boundary conditions in the Laplace domain; 
for s ≤ 0, ( ) 0s,zVg =  for all z       (34) 
for s > 0, ( )
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• Moment balance for the solid phase in the Laplace domain; 
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• The Eq.(37) is restricted the following initial and boundary conditions in the Laplace domain; 
for s ≤ 0, ( ) 0s,zVs =  for all z       (38) 
for s > 0, ( )
s
V
s,0V 0,ss =        (39) 
as z → ∞, 
( ) 0
z
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• Equation for the pressure drop in the Laplace domain; 
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• The Eq.(41) is restricted the following initial and boundary conditions in the Laplace domain; 
for s ≤ 0, ( ) 0s,zPf =  for all z       (42) 
for s > 0, ( )
s
P
s,0P 0,ff =        (43) 
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as z → ∞, 
( )
0
z
s,zPf
=
∂
∂
       (44) 
where ( )s,zFs  is defined in the Laplace domain as 
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2.2. Application of the Laplace transform finite difference (LTFD) method 
The finite difference method is employed by discretizing the axial distance of transformed ordinary 
differential Equations (25) to (45) to form the finite difference system. The LTFD method was developed 
by Mordis and Reddell [17] to solve partial differential equations for transient flow through porous media 
and it is superior to conventional time-marching schemes. The solutions for different times are 
independent of each other with no requirement to evaluate the solution at an intervening value of time. 
Thus, the finite difference system for the transformed state variables ( fsgsg PandV,V,,εε ) is obtained as 
follows below [18, 19]. 
( ) ( ) ( )kjkjkj sFsSsJ =        (47) 
Where ( )kj sJ  is Jacobian matrix, ( )sS j  is nodal state variables and ( )sFj  is independent vector. 
Here the Jacobian matrix elements (Lij ; i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) are defined as: 
( ) ( )kj,gkkj,11 sVssL −= ; ( ) gsL kj,12 −= ; ( ) ( )kj,skj,13 sssL ε−= ; ( ) 0sL kj,14 = ; ( ) 0sL kj,15 =  (48) 
( ) gsL kj,21 −= ; ( ) ( )kj,skj,22 sVssL −= ; ( ) 0sL kj,23 = ; ( ) ( )kj,skj,24 sssL ε−= ; ( ) 0sL kj,25 =  (49) 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ] ( )( ) ( )[ ]kj,ssjksgkj,skggkggkj,31 s1sVz1ssVzsVs21zsL j,j,j, εΔραεΔραΔρ −+−+−−=   (50) 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]kj,skj,gkj,ggkj,f0,fkj,32 sVsVszspP2sL −+−= εΔρα         (51) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]kj,skj,ggkj,ggkj,33 s1szszs2sL εεΔραεΔρ −−−=         (52) 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]kj,skj,ggkj,34 s1szsL εεΔρα −= ; ( ) ( )[ ]kj,skj,35 s12sL ε−=        (53) 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]kj,gkj,skj,sskj,fkj,41 sVsVs1zsP2sL −−+−= εΔρα       (54) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]kj,skj,gkj,sskj,sss0,fkj,42 sVsVszsVzs2zg
s
P
2sL −+−−= εΔραΔρΔρ       (55) 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]1sszsL kj,skj,gskj,43 −= εερΔα        (56) 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]kj,skj,gskj,sskj,44 s1szszs2sL εεΔραεΔρ −+−=       (57) 
( ) ( )[ ]kj,gkj,45 s12sL ε−= ; ( ) ( )[ ]kj,ggkj,51 sVsgzsL +−= Δρ       (58) 
( ) ( )[ ]kj,sskj,52 sVsgzsL +−= Δρ ; ( ) ( )kj,ggkj,53 szssL εΔρ−=       (59) 
( ) ( )kj,sskj,54 szssL εΔρ−= ; ( ) 2sL kj,55 =        (60) 
On the other hand, the transformed vector of nodal state variables is defined as to: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] tkj,fkj,skj,gkj,skj,gj sP,sV,sV,s,ssS εε=       (61) 
The s-dependent vector ( )sFj  is given by: 
( ) ( )[ ]5and4,3,2,1i,sPsF kj,ij ==        (62) 
The matrix-vector elements of the Eq. (62) can be expressed of the following form: 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )kj,gkj,gkj,skj,1 sVsss1gsP εε −−=      (63) 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )kj,skj,skj,gkj,2 sVsss1gsP εε −−=      (64) 
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−+−++
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 (65) 
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     (66) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( )( ) ( )( )
s
P
2
zgsVssVszssP2sP
0,fs
jss
s
jgg
kj,gkj,ggkj,skj,sskj,fkj,5
−»¼
º«¬
ª +
−+−=
ερερ
ΔερερΔ
      (67) 
2.3. Application of the LU factorization to solve the linear Equation (47) system 
The ( ) ( )kjkj sUsL  factorization (or decomposition) of a matrix ( )kj sJ  consists of writing that 
matrix as a matrix product, ( ) ( ) ( )kjkjkj sUsLsJ = , where ( )kj sL  is lower triangular and ( )kj sU  is 
upper triangular. However, we follow the methodology previously employed in the above context 
according to the following procedure below. 
i.) ( ) ( ) ( ) 5and4,3,2,1i;sPsYsL kj,ikj,ikj ==      (68) 
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where, 
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The lower triangular system, Equation (68), was solved by forward-substitution to obtain the vectors 
( )kj,i sY in Laplace domain. In summary, the vectors are given by means of equations below. 
( ) ( )kj,1kj,1 sPsY =
       (70) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )»¼
º«¬
ª
−= kj,1kj,21kj,2kj,2 sYsLMsPsY
1
       (71) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )»¼
º«¬
ª +−= kj,2kj,32kj,1kj,31kj,4kj,3 sYsLMsYsLMsPsY
21
      (72) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )»¼
º«¬
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ii.) ( ) ( ) ( ) 5and4,3,2,1i;sYsSsU kj,ikjkj ==      (75) 
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The upper triangular system, Equation (76), has been solved to find the state variables 
( fsgsg PandV,V,,εε ) in the Laplace domain as follows. 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
¿¾
½®¯­ »¼
º«¬
ª
+++−= kj,fkj,15kj,skj,14kj,gkj,13kj,skj,12kj,1
kj,11
kj,g sPsLsVsLsVsLssLsY
sL
1
s
0000
0 εε   (77) 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ¿¾
½®¯­ »¼
º«¬
ª ++−= kj,fkj,25kj,skj,24kj,gkj,23kj,2
kj,22
kj,s sPsLsVsLsVsLsY
sL
1
s
111
1ε   (78) 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ¿¾
½®¯­ »¼
º«¬
ª +−= kj,fkj,35kj,skj,34kj,3
kj,33
kj,g sPsLsVsLsY
sL
1
sV
22
2       (79) 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ¿¾
½®¯­ »¼
º«¬
ª
−= kj,fkj,45kj,4
kj,44
kj,s sPsLsY
sL
1
sV
3
3       (80) 
( ) ( )( ) ( )kj,55
kj,5
kj,s
sL
sY
sP 4=        (81) 
2.4. Numerical inverse Laplace transform approximations 
To obtain space-time dependent variable evolutions of variables ( fsgsg PandV,V,,εε ), we apply the 
numerical inverse Laplace transforms. In the inverse Laplace transform process, we use the 
approximations ( )s,zS j  obtained from the linear system (48) with a specific value “s”. For each j, 1 ≤ j ≤
N-1, the inverted approximation for ( )s,zS j  is given as follows. 
( ) ( ) dses,zS
i2
1
t,zS ts
i
i
kjj ³
∞+
∞−
=
γ
γπ
       (82) 
where γ is chosen such that the contour of integration to be located in the right-hand side of any 
singularities of ( )s,zS j  by means of some algebraic manipulations, the Equation (82) becomes. 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ωω
π
γ
dtiexps,zSReet,zS
0
j
t
j ³
∞
=            (83) 
Applying the trapezoidal rule with step size π/T to the integral presented in Equation (83), we obtain 
the following discretized approximation for ( )t,zS j , i. e., for 0 < t < 2T. 
( ) ( ) ( )l1
1k
j
0jt
j ET
tki
exp
T
ki
,zSRe
2
s,zS
T
e
t,zS −
°¿
°¾
½
°¯
°®
­
»¼
º«¬
ª
¹¸
·
©¨
§
¹¸
·
©¨
§
++≅ ¦∞
=
ππγ
γ
     (84) 
where ( )l1E  is the discretization error for the above integral. Let ...,3,2,1,0k,T
ki
sk =+=
πγ . By 
assuming that ( )l1E  is sufficiently small, we have: 
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By solving the linear system (47), we obtain the following approximation. 
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Where ( ) ( )kjj sSandt,zS  are given by: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t,zPandt,zV,t,zV,t,z,t,zt,zS jfjsjgjsjgj εε≅
      (87) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kj,fkj,skj,gkj,skj,gkj sPandsV,sV,s,ssS εε≅
      (88) 
3. Results And Discussions 
The solution of the developed model have shown the behavior of the volumetric fraction of the gas 
phase (εg), volumetric fraction of the solid phase (εs), velocity of the gas phase (Vg), velocity of the gas 
phase (Vs) and pressure field (Pf) versus the axial space at the exit of the fixed bed gasifier. The data used 
for the feeding of the computer code developed are presented in the Table (1). 
A model validation procedure was established by comparing between the model for the superficial 
velocity of the gas phase and Srinivasan and Angirasa [20] according to the Fig. (1). 
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Fig. 1. Comparisons of dimensionless curves for the solution of the model for the superficial velocity of the gas phase and 
Sirinivasan and Angirasa [20] 
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Fig. 7.  Profiles of the superficial velocity of the solid phase in the cocurrent fixed bed gasifier versus the axial length (1m) of the 
fixed bed gasifier using three superficial velocities (gaseous phase) at the inlet of the fixed bed 
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Table 1. Summary of Parameters used in the simulation of the state variables 
Parameters Units Parameters Units 
21.1s =ρ
3m.kg − 500pd = mμ
1150g =ρ
3m.kg − 8.0k =  - 
510x8,1g
−
=μ s.Pa 5.1=τ  s 
81.9g = 2s.m − 01.0z =Δ  m 
The Fig. (2) shows the profiles for the volumetric fractions in the gaseous and solid phases along the 
axial distance of the fixed bed gasifier with the physical properties fixed. The Fig (3) presents the profiles 
of the velocities for the gaseous and solid phases along the axial distance of the fixed bed gasifier with the 
physical properties fixed. In Figs. (2) and (3), the volumetric fractions (εg and εs) as well as the velocities 
(Vg and Vs) were estimated for one time around t = 1.5 seg. 
Figs. (4) and (5) describe the variation for the volumetric fractions of the gaseous and solid phases for 
different times with the physical parameters constant. The volumetric fractions of the gaseous and solid 
phases in Figs. (4) and (5) are initially increasing up to a maximum and then decreasing with the axial 
distance according to boundary Equations (4) and (8). 
Figs (6) and (7) present the variation for velocities of the gaseous and solid phases for different times 
with the physical properties constant. Such as in case of the volumetric fractions, the velocities of the 
gaseous and solid phases in Figs. (6) and (7) are initially increasing up to a maximum and then decreasing 
with the axial distance according to boundary Equations (12) and (16). 
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The Fig (8) shows the variation for the pressure field along the axial distance of the fixed bed gasifier 
with the physical properties constant. This Fig. describes a comparison between three line curves for three 
times, and as can be seen the pressure field for any z is increasing with respect to time. 
4. Conclusions 
The modelling of the gas-solid process of the fixed bed was developed in relation to the volumetric 
fractions (İg and İs) and the velocities (Vg and Vs) as well as an equation for the pressure field resulting 
from the adding of equations Vg and Vs. The simulations of this model led us to the following 
conclusions: 
• The validation portrayed a satisfactory prognostication for the numerical experiment conducted for the 
variable Vg; 
• It was allowed by the developed model to analyze the sensitivity of the variables İg and İs with the 
variable t as well as the variables Vg and Vs; 
• It was shown by the variables t great influence on the behavior of the fluidynamic variables of the gas-
solid process concerning the control of the process in this equipment; 
• In this paper, it was performed simulations using only time (t). However, other variables can be tested. 
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